HOW TO BE AN

Ambassador of Freedom
as a Commissioned Affiliate with



Work smart, not hard



Specialize in making VIP introductions



Just introduce us to organizations with big audiences



Allow us to be the experts and do all the explaining



Very little training needed



Leaves most of your time free



Our information liberates people from debts and taxes



Our debt elimination system has had a 100% success rate since 2002
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Our tax exempt trust has had a 100% success rate since the 1980s



This will enhance your reputation and that of your referrals



Be part of one of Earth’s greatest humanitarian social services



Gain the satisfaction and peace of mind of spreading freedom to millions

HERE IS HOW TO CREATE $TREAMS OF PRO$PERITY
Brilliance in Commerce Affiliate Commissions

Product

Tier 1

Tier 2

Liberty Debt Elimination

$103.50

$18.00

House Of Freedom Trust (Activated)

$250.00

$100.00

House Of Freedom Trust (Unactivated)

$25.00

$10.00

Here is a great way to help you quickly raise funds for yourself or any noble purpose, PLUS
generate other benefits, with NO disadvantages and NO problems. Just blessings! Herein we will
show you how perhaps as much as $114,250 or more could come in to you in the next few weeks,
PLUS a strengthening and an enhancement to your already great reputation. You will like this
idea.
The proposal is: simply contact organizations with big audiences – at least in the hundreds of
thousands, but preferably millions – audiences that are communicated with either via radio
shows, television shows, podcasts, blogs, online newsletters, or print media . . . and send them
information about our company, Brilliance in Commerce, that we provide to you. Just play
Messenger . . . Introducer . . . Ambassador. A certain number of the organizations you contact
will say “yes” . . . they will have our Speaker, Taansen Fairmont, on their show . . . or they will
publish the print media we created that you will refer them to. Your affiliate link will be
broadcast or published . . . generating huge commissions for you . . . or, if the host or head
decision maker of the organization wants to be a commissioned affiliate under you, then his or
her link will go out, and you will automatically receive the override commissions on all the
orders generated by that organization. Very simple and very easy!
Have a look at Taansen’s Speaker Profile HERE!
Let’s say the organization you contact has 11,000,000 readers or listeners in general, but let's
guess ultra conservatively and say, for example, only 50,000 actually listen to the show or read
the print media piece.
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VERY conservatively -- if only 1% of them purchase our Liberty debt elimination system at $450
each, that's 500 customers. We've had FAR higher response and purchase rates in the past when
speaking to freedom-oriented audiences of trusted associates -- so it could be 10% rather than
1% -- but let's go with the low estimate and then be pleasantly surprised if it is higher. And we’re
talking just in the first month -- if you send subsequent letters later, the sales and commissions
could keep coming in continuously every week for the next year. But again, conservatively, just
for the first month, if we only estimate a 1% purchase rate, you receive a commission of $103.50
for each of them, which times 500 is $51,750.
Then there is our House of Freedom trust, which is a $2500 purchase for those in that echelon.
The commission on that is $250. If only 0.5% of 50,000 people purchase that, that's 250
customers -- times $250 is $62,500. Add that to the $51,750 in Liberty commissions, and it comes
to $114,250. And again, that's just for the first few weeks. Once links to these products are on
your host’s website and mentions of them continue to be repeated occasionally in newsletters,
sales and commissions will continue coming in residually month after month.
Do you need to analyze our Liberty system and our House of Freedom trust in detail so that
you can feel confident to recommend them to your host’s audiences? Fine . . . read everything
at our website . . . and watch the videos.

We have had countless customers tell us we were

the answer to their prayers . . . and now they enjoy a freedom from debts and taxes that were
previously crushing them.

The essence of it is, we give our Liberty customers a substantial zip file containing a do-ityourself letter-writing system with pre-written templates that basically inform the "pretender
lender" that the writer is happy to pay all legitimate debts, but that the writer has discovered the
"lender" in question may not have loaned anything at all. Therefore the letter challenges the
lender to show that money actually came out of its accounts to fund the "loan", and that it is in
compliance with a list of laws that are mandatory to be followed for a loan to be legal. An
affidavit is enclosed which the lender is asked to sign under penalty of perjury, guaranteeing that
the lender would be financially harmed in the amount it says it loaned if it isn't "paid back", and
guaranteeing that it is in compliance with the relevant laws. This is a non-court, non-judicial
administrative process which has a 100% success rate going back to 2002, in getting the
pretender lenders to go away. We also provide a zip file of documents showing how to win
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thousands of dollars in court awards for damages for calls from collection agencies. We provide
proof in various forms at our site.
Likewise our House of Freedom irrevocable natural law trust has the best design elements on the
planet for peaceful and freedom-loving people worldwide who want to protect their assets and
their privacy and move their incomes out of the taxable venues.
Our website, conference calls, radio shows, and other resources do the selling for you. Find out
how to advertise on Facebook, LinkedIn, and other social networks. Check out our latest Affiliate
Training Module in your back office, once you have registered as an Affiliate.
There is no cost to register as an Affiliate with us.
You introduce us to a media contact who has a large postal mailing list, or email list, or radio
audience, conference call audience, or other form of mass communication in the United States.
Do you know of any radio shows, conference calls, or written publications with large audiences
that are focused on freedom-oriented topics such as solutions to debts and taxes, or even types of
harmoniously compatible topics, that might like to have our speaker Taansen Fairmont?
DONE FOR YOU – Think like a CEO! If you want the work involved in Internet marketing
to be done for you, look for the “Replace Yourself” information in your back office once you have
registered with us as an affiliate.

Additional Passive Residual Income from Second Tier Overrides
In addition, you can share with an audience the opportunity to enroll as a commissioned affiliate
under you. Brilliance in Commerce is not an MLM, but our affiliate system does pay on two levels,
just like insurance or real estate agents who get an override when another agent they referred
makes a sale. This means they would register as affiliates under you, and you would get
overrides on all the orders that your sponsored affiliates generate. You will get an automatic
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override on 100% of the sales generated by the affiliates under you. That could grow into
another passive residual six figures!
Thus, if you introduce a media magnate and sponsor that person as a Brilliance in Commerce
Affiliate under you, and inspire that person to feature Taansen’s speaking or Taansen’s writings
in his or her media, you would get an automatic override on 100% of the sales generated by
Taansen’s message appearing to, or being heard by, the audience of the host to whom you
introduce us. This means you would know someone at the media source in question, and could
arrange a telephone introduction, and not just tell us to go contact them on our own. However,
Taansen would be more than happy to speak to that person with you on a 3-way call.
Have a look at Taansen’s Speaker Profile HERE!

No Need to Have Your Own Audience!
Don't have an audience?

No problem! ~ Contact anyone who DOES have an

audience and propose a collaboration with them! For example, you contact a famous author who
has an email list of 50,000 people. You propose to that person that you can make him or her a
commissionable affiliate with Brilliance in Commerce. When that person signs on as an affiliate,
we place him or her under you, so you will get the overrides on all the sales generated. We
provide the text of the promotional email. All s/he has to do is email it out, inviting his or her
audience to participate in the webinar. It can be about Liberty debt elimination or House of
Freedom trusts.
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Presto Pronto Overnight ~ Your Own Webinar Reaches Thousands
We are available to create your very own webinar for your prospects. We will prepare a
PowerPoint presentation with your affiliate URL in it. Then when the webinar happens, even if
only 10% of the 50,000 participate, that's an audience of 5000. Even if only 10% of those make
the purchase, that's 500 sales! 500 X $103.50 for Liberty is $51,750 in commissions for the
hosting affiliate, and 500 X $18 = $9000 in overrides for you! Or if the webinar was for House of
Freedom trusts, 500 X $250 = $125,000 in commissions for the hosting affiliate, and 500 X $100 =
$50,000 for you! Not bad for just making an introduction . . .
Moreover, that's not the end of it, because if the host had us do a webinar for Liberty debt
elimination and saw how many sales were generated, then he or she is highly likely to say "Let's
do one for House of Freedom trusts too!"•
In addition, the webinars could be repeated every couple of months, thus generating the same
potential commissions all over again. The same webinar could be broadcast to the same
audience as many as six times without it being too many times, because they say in advertising
that it can take up to six times of seeing an ad before a prospect has enough confidence in it to
buy it. In other cases, the prospect may have wanted to buy the product but the timing wasn't
right. Play it again later and then the timing IS right, and they will buy . . . so the figures given
above could be multiplied, added together, and made almost residual. There is endless potential
from just one host relationship.
Most importantly, think of how many people you will have just helped . . . by liberating them from
debts, if they bought Liberty, or liberating them from taxes and the risks to their assets, if they
bought House of Freedom.
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Are you ready for the tsunami? At Brilliance in Commerce, we are riding the growing Crest Wave
front and center . . . the absolute tsunami of global change now building to shift the world
permanently away from debts, debt-based currencies, taxes, and oppression, and towards assets,
asset-based currencies, charitable benevolence, and universal freedom and prosperity. A world
of peace and abundance.

To Register as a Brilliance in Commerce Affiliate
under the Affiliate who referred you:
1. Return to the web page from which you
downloaded this document, and
2. Scroll about halfway down the page to
“Register a New Affiliate Account”, and fill in
the form there and submit.
Or for the generic page, Click Here
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